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Abstract
Wireless communication has proliferated due to the colossal augmentation of smart phones,
mobile phones, tablets and laptops etc. Multimedia applications such as live videos, audios,
still images, animated graphics and live communications all requires accompaniments of
quality of service (QoS) as well as reliable end-to-end transfer of data. Information about
the availability of resources in channel is must in order to improve the QoS. QoS can be
determined in terms of capacity of channel, available bandwidth (ABW), and bulk transfer
capacity (BTC). Bandwidth availability is a key check for improving the QoS in a network.
The performance of a multimedia application is directly affected by the bandwidth
availability. One of the most important QoS characteristic is ABW at a wireless route and it
can be demarcated as least unused capacity of links instituting a network route. Since now
there have been many bandwidth estimation techniques are available in the literature to
increase the network performance. Bandwidth estimation techniques have been arranged
into three leading classifications: i) Active probing bandwidth estimation techniques, ii)
Passive bandwidth estimation technique and iii) Model based bandwidth estimation
techniques. Each of these techniques are briefly discussed in this paper.
Keywords: available bandwidth estimation techniques; active bandwidth estimation
techniques; passive bandwidth estimation techniques; model based bandwidth estimation
techniques
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INTRODUCTION

Wireless Ad hoc networks are temporary, decentralize, infrastructure less, quick and
easy way of networking used in the situation where it is difficult to set up networks through
cabling. Now a day, several applications generate multimedia data like live videos, audios,
animated graphics and live communications etc., all these applications necessitate the
backing of guaranteed services by the network. Providing QoS in wireless ad hoc networks
has attained much attention in recent years. QoS assimilate through some efforts like
controlling admissions aimed to render guarantee to the applications in terms of delay,
jitter, bandwidth or packet loss etc. Other solution is QoS routing, i.e. electing the best path
out of all the possible routes. In either case, for ensuring QoS a precise assessment of
obtainable resources is mandatory. Therefore, it is clamorous task to obtain the accurate
information of ABW in wireless ad hoc networks. The IEEE standard defined for wireless
LANs (WLAN) is 802.11. This standard postulates two practices of accessing the medium,
Distributed coordination function (DCF) and Point coordination function (PCF). The
mandatory DCF based on carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance mechanism
(CSMA-CA) which is a MAC protocol is used in ad hoc networks. Number of works had
been done in the area of ABW estimation in wireless ad hoc networks in the previous
literatures but none of them has been standardized till now. The term ABW is demarcated
as the vacant bandwidth over the total amount of time referred to as the estimation period.
The bandwidth available to a route is defined as the minimum of the ABW’s of various
links constituting the route. Bandwidth estimation techniques have been arranged into three
leading classifications: Active or probe based bandwidth estimation technique, Passive or
sensing based bandwidth estimation technique, analytical or model based bandwidth
estimation technique.
1.1

Need for ABW Estimation

In wireless networks, valuation of ABW is an ambitious task. These networks are
different in characteristics as compared with the wired networks. Factors those effects on
the ABW in wireless networks are dynamic links, shared medium among neighbouring
nodes, channel fading and interference from the physical hindrances. These elements do not
exist in wired networks, so it’s enigmatic task to evaluate the bandwidth available in
wireless networks. The indices pertaining to bandwidth are: capacity of link/route, ABW
and bulk transfer capacity (BTC). The Link or route capacity of the channel can be
demarcated as the maximum amount of data that can be sent over a link or route from
source to the destination, whereas the ABW is the extent of residual bandwidth after the
cross traffic in the medium. BTC can be stated as highest bandwidth conquered by a single
TCP connection.
The capacity of links in wireless networks depends on the size of packet as well as the
amount of cross-traffic present in the network. The whole capacity could not be consumed
in the transmission of data packets as a portion of this capacity is paid out in the overheads
like initiating communications, control message overheads, inter-frame spacing and
interference generated by neighbors. Estimation of ABW improves the network’s
performance, regulate the admission of new flows and improve he QoS provided by the
networks.
1.2

Organization of the paper

This paper describes the succinct overview of tools utilized for estimating the ABW
and techniques presented by the previous literatures. Further content in this paper is
systematized as follows: Section 2 provides an insight of Active/ probe-based bandwidth
estimation techniques. Following this section 3 describes the passive / sensing –based
bandwidth estimation techniques. Analytical / model-based bandwidth estimation
techniques are described in the section 4.
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Active/Probe-based Bandwidth Estimation Tools and Techniques

Active techniques for estimation of ABW are also called Probe-based bandwidth
estimation techniques. Here, the sender sends mock-up packets called as probe packets to
the receiver so as to create probing traffic on the network thereby knowing the network
characteristics. These techniques can be further categorized into four sub-categories as
briefly stated below:
2.1

Active bandwidth estimation techniques

•

Variable Packet Size (VPS) Probing technique [18]
This technique is used to assess the capacity of each hop within a route. Notion
behind this approach is to measure the round trip time (RTT) from the source to each
hop of the route as a function of probing packet size. VPS utilizes the IP header’s
“Time to Live” (TTL) field for compelling the expiration of probing packets at a
targeted hop and each hop sends an error message corresponding to internet control
message protocol (ICMP) time exceeded to the source node. RTT to that targeted hop
is calculated by the source based on the ICMP error message. Each hop’s capacity is
calculated with respect to probe packet size. The result affirms that there is a linear
increase in RTT w.r.t the probe packet size as well as number of hops.
Packet Pair / Train Dispersion (PPTD) [19, 20]
This approach is also called Probe Gap Model (PGM) or direct probing technique. In
this technique, a mathematical equation is derived between the ABW and the sending
and receiving gaps between the probing packets, thereby by simply measuring these
gaps the ABW can be calculated. If the probe packet sending rate is bottleneck link
capacity C, then ABW is obtained as:
= (2 − / )
(1)
Where, R is the dispersion rate. Cross traffic may get in between the probe packets,
therefore in order to minimize cross-traffic within the network two probe packets are
sent back to back to evaluate the ABW. The second probe packet is delayed w.r.t the
first one due to bottleneck link capacity. PGM’s accuracy is based on the amount of
cross-traffic on the path. PGM is not useful in the multi-hop because of its limitation
to single bottleneck link.
Self-Loading Periodic Streams (SLoPS) [21, 22]
This technique calculates end-to-end ABW by monitoring probe packet’s one way
delay where probe packets of equal size (a “periodic stream “) are sent to path under
consideration at a steady rate. The probe packet send rate is compared w.r.t. the
ABW. The successive probe packet’s one way delay increases if the rate of probe
packets greater than the path’s ABW. Otherwise, one way delays will not increase.
Sender tries to match the sending rate of probe packets with the ABW. The sender
adjusts the rate of successive probe packet trains and probes the path, while each
periodic stream’s one way delay information is stored by the receiver. Further
network load is adjusted by the sender in order to ensure only single periodic stream
is carried by the network path. Sender adjusts the traffic rate of probing to lesser than
1/10th of the path’s ABW. SLoPS measures the variation of the ABW of the different
periodic streams and notices the stream’s one way delay. A fair increasing/decreasing
trend is not shown by SLoPS. The grey region reported by SLoPS is corresponding to
the deviations in ABW during measurement. SLoPS have fewer overheads as
compared to other techniques and it is also fast and accurate ABW estimation
technique.
Trains of Packet Pairs (TOPP) [24]
This uses dispersion approach to calculate the network path’s ABW by gradually
increasing rate of probe packets. TOPP repeatedly sends the train of packet pair at
gradual rate between source and sink node. Each pair’s input gap is variated thereby
creating a variation in Rate. ABW is calculated as the maximum rate up to which the
input sent from source is smaller than the measured rate at the destination. The
offered rate of the packet pair is:
Ro= L / ∆s
(2)

•

•

•
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Where, ∆s is the initial dispersion of packet pair sent from source to sink; and L is the
probe packet size in bytes. The incoming packet will be queued up after the first
probing packet pair and the receiver will measure the rate Rm < Ro, if Ro is more than
the end-to-end ABW. Otherwise, TOPP considers that receiver will receive the packet
pair at the same rate as it had at the sender i.e. Rm = Ro. Notion behind TOPP is
basically similar to SLoPS. The way measurements are statistically processed creates
differences between these two techniques. The offered rate grows linearly in TOPP,
whereas in order to adjust it binary search is used in SLoPS. An additional feature in
TOPP is that, path’s tight link capacity can also be estimated. The actual capacity of
the path may be lesser than this measured capacity if the narrow link and tight link are
not the same. During measurement the deviations in ABW can be traced by TOPP and
SLoPS. The network path is overloaded in SLoPS and TOPP by self-induced
congestion. In both techniques, all the routers in the path are assumed to follow Firstin-first-out (FIFO) sequencing and the average rate of cross-traffic variation is
sluggish and is steady during measurement period. The simulation results affirm the
handling of single and multiple hops with varying bandwidth and cross-traffic by
TOPP. ABW of any path in communication network is estimated by TOPP,
particularly in wired networks.
2.2

Active bandwidth estimation tools

Depending on the type of methodology adopted for estimation of bandwidth available
like per-hop Capacity Estimation Tools, End-to-End Capacity Estimation Tools, End-To
End ABW Estimation Tools and Bulk Transfer Capacity Estimation Tools, various tools for
active bandwidth estimation could be employed. Per-hop capacity estimation tools are used
for estimating each hop’s capacity within the path in VPS probing technique. End-To-End
capacity estimation tools are employed for evaluating the narrow link’s capacity within an
end-to-end network path under the packet pair methodology. Under self-loading periodic
streams approach, End-to-End ABW estimation tools are used. Tools uses for bulk-transfer
capacity estimation are Treno and cap. The active bandwidth estimation tools are classified
as shown in Fig1.

Fig1. Classification of Bandwidth Estimation Tools
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2.2.1 Per-hop capacity Estimation Tools
•

•

•

Pathchar [23]
This tool is used for determining the properties of an Internet Link. Within an internet
path, the link with least ABW is considered as the representative for the whole path’s
ABW. For this estimation, source host sends packets and their round trip time (RTT)
is measured. Original sender node fills the TTL (Time-To- Live) entry in the packet
that is decremented by one at each intermediate router. If the TTL entry reaches zero,
this packet is discarded and correspondingly an error message (ICMP TTL expired) is
returned to sender. It is possible to estimate the per hop bandwidth, per hop delay,
queue time and collision rate.
Clink [25]
VPS probing technique use Clink as an open source tool supporting only Linux
platform. Unlike Pathchar, Clink uses an “even-odd” technique to provide interval
capacity estimates. On experiencing routing instability, this tool starts gathering
information from all paths it encounter till at least one of the path provides sufficient
information to conclude a statistically noteworthy estimate.
Here, a single source sends UDP packets one by one at an interval of 10 times the
RTT of previously sent packet in order to measure the latency and bandwidth of
internet links. These probing packets creates overhead on the network and at the
recipient machine which under worst case scenario is 1/11th of the network’s
capacity.
Pchar [26]
Pchar using three different regression algorithms for the RTT measurements against
the probe packet size. This tool is portable to UNIX platform. Pchar using VPS
probing technique. To obtain the kernel level timestamp Libcap is used.

2.2.2 End-to-End Capacity Estimation Tools
•

•

•

Nettimer [27]
It passively monitors the bandwidth of poorest link within a path in real time fashion.
For quantitatively measuring the results of investigations “libdpcap distributed
capture library” is employed. This tool can calculate bandwidth in both directions by
increasing the number of packet capture hosts from one to two. The employed library
allows Nettimer program to competently capture packets at remote hosts undergoing
local enormous measurement calculations. Nettimer is based on the notion to run
tcpdump traces on the machines pair during transfer between them and alternating the
bottleneck link bandwidth, path length and workload thereby analyzing the results.
This methodology comprises of the topology and environment within network, the
hardware and software, precision of assessment, workload induced due to network
application. Results depicts an error lesser than 10% in most of the scenarios however
reaching maximum 41 % error in worst case.
Pathrate [28]
This is a capacity estimation tool. Pathrate deals with two end point methodology, so
it is more accurate than other estimation tools. In this source and the sink both
cooperate with each other for measurement of ABW. Pathrate deploys TCP
connection known as control channel for exchanging control info in-between end
points. This tool sends probing packets using UDP. Measuring process ignores any
loss of packet pair or trains thereby avoiding path congestion. User-level time
stamping is used at the reception part of Pathrate. The estimated bandwidth is greater
than the network interface bandwidth at receiving host. Results depict that in spite of
less flexibility this tool still has better accuracy than other packet pair tools.
Asymptotic Dispersion Rate (ADR) representing the utilization rate of all the links is
an important metric for ensuring QoS guaranteed by path. However, ADR is not the
ABW as considered by the previous work.
Bprobe [29]
This tool measures the speed of slowest link thereby providing base bandwidth of link
between any two nodes within a network. The basis of this tool is to transmit from
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sender to recipient and back to sender a sequence of ICMP ECHO packets and
measuring returning packets inter arrival time gaps. Throughout the multi-hop route,
the packets travel links with different capacities, thereby affecting inter-packet arrival
time gap. This time gap is inversely proportional to the capacity of various link’s
constructing the route. This time gap is enlarged while passing through least capacity
link called “Bottleneck link”. The returned packet at source reflects the speed of the
least capacity link. The notion behind Bprobe tool is if two packets travelling together
through least capacity link are queued as a pair at this link, the inter-packet arrival
time spacing will be in proportion to the time taken by this least capacity link’s router
for processing the second packet of the pair. The base bandwidth of this least
capacity link is given as follows:
=

•

(3)

Where BBW represent the base bandwidth of a bottleneck link measured in bytes per
second. And represent the size of the packet in bytes and gap represent the interarrival time of the packet in seconds.
Sprobe [30]
This tool executes at the Sender side only to evaluate path’s capacity. Under this tool,
Sender transmits TCP SYN packet pairs and receives corresponding TCP RST
packets from the remote host; thereby facilitating the packet pair dispersion
calculations in forward path at the sender. If remote host runs a web or gnutella
server, the reverse path capacity could also be evaluated using this tool by
transferring a short file from the remote host and inspecting the dispersion of packet
pairs sent by TCP during slow rate.

2.2.3 End-to-End ABW Estimation Tools
•

•

•

Initial Gap Increasing (IGI) [31,32]
In this tool, ABW of a route within network is estimated by observing the input
packet pair’s time gap which in turn provides the packet pair’s time gap relation with
respect to competing traffic on the least capacity link. This tool within a one-hop
network transmits packet trains with growing time gap and evaluates their
corresponding relationship with the competing traffic on the least capacity link.
Corresponding to every probe packet train, the variation between average output gap
and input gap is observed, thus facilitating the ABW calculation as the difference
between the evaluated bandwidths of competing traffic and least capacity link. Within
one-hop networks IGI has minimal errors as it precisely evaluates the competing
traffic amount on least capacity link router. However the accuracy is deteriorated in
multi-hop networks with less competing traffic as light traffic induces only smaller
number of probing gaps. For measurement of competing traffic, input packet time gap
serves a significant role. Dynamically varying competing traffic is very important as
packet pair gap can precisely evaluate the ABW.
Pathchirp [36]
This active probing tool is based on the notion of “self-induced congestion”. Unique
feature of this tool is an exponential spaced chirp probing train. At the receiver side,
statistical analysis is performed over the queuing delays i.e. packets inter-arrival
times corresponding to the probe packets transmitted from sender for the evaluation
of path’s ABW. Till the time probing rate is smaller than the ABW of route, no
queuing delays are observed, but the moment it increases more than route’s ABW
queuing starts thereby increasing transfer time. Thus, this probing rate at which
queuing starts indicating congestion of network is equivalent to the ABW of route.
Pathchirp tool works well for one-hop as well as multi-hop routes.
Pathload [35]
An original end-to-end ABW evaluation technique known as “Self-Loading Periodic
Streams (SLoPS)” is the basis for this tool. As per SLoPS, the one way periodic
stream delays increases if stream rate is more than ABW. Pathload comprise of two
distinct processes, one at sender and other at recipient. Periodic packet streams are
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generated using UDP-User Datagram Protocol while control channel in-between two
end terminals is set up by TCP connection. Each transmitting packet is time stamped
by sender process corresponding to which one way time delay of every packet is
evaluated by recipient terminal which differs from actual value by certain offset. As
per this algorithm, the packet stream rate denoted by R should be equal to ratio of
packet size L to transmission duration T i.e. R= L/T in order to evaluate the
maximum ABW. If measured value of R is lesser than the L/T value, then interspacing time T is decreased to L/R. Thus, the ABW measured by this tool is L/T
which is nothing but the maximum rate that Pathload can produce. As this tool
imposes insignificant impact on network overhead and delay, this tool is nonintrusive..
Cprobe [29]
This tool evaluates the ABW of route. Under this concept, short streams of echo
packets are transmitted to the recipient. The throughput achieved by probe packets is
equivalent to the ABW denoted by Bavail is then evaluated as the total amount of bytes
sent divided by the total time consumed from first till last packet reception.
Further, the bottleneck link’s utilization rate (µprobe) can be determined by dividing
the measured ABW (Bavail) with bottleneck link’s speed (Bbls). i.e.
=
(4)
Extreme inter-arrival measurement on both higher and lower end are dropped for
improving the precision of measured ABW.

2.2.4 Bulk-Transfer Capacity Estimation Tools
•

•

3.

TReno [34]
TReno is a bulk transfer capacity measurement tool of a network path. TReno deals
with sending ICMP or UDP “data packets” that generate ICMP “ACKs” from the
receiver of the data packets. TReno is one end point tool, means that user needs to
control only the sending host not the receiver host. Receiver is an arbitrary host
connected over an arbitrary network path. However, this is also a disadvantage of
TReno because user has to infer the behaviour of the receiver. This will impact on the
congestion window. The inability of TReno to differentiate between data packet
losses from source to target and ACK losses from target to source is another
disadvantage of this tool. The concept of assuming inflated rate of losses very higher
than the TCP sender’s observed rate of losses imposes adverse effect on its
performance, thereby providing imprecise bulk transfer capacity evaluation. TReno
implements an advanced loss rate recovery algorithm based on the selective
acknowledgments (SACKs). So it is difficult to compare the performance of TCP
which did not support SACK and TReno. TReno use static time of 2 seconds for the
retransmission timeout (RTO). Finally TReno does not model an advertised window
size.
Cap [33]
Cap is another bulk transfer capacity measurement tool. Unlike TReno, It is two end
point tool means user controls Source node as well as the Target node. This tool
utilizes two different programs– first one is sender program (cap) and the second one
is receiver program (capd). For data purpose, this tool transmits “UDP” packets,
while for acknowledgment it utilizes “ACK” packets. The ACK packet not only
includes its sequence number called as “ACK number” but also consist of an
exclusive identifier corresponding to its concerned data packet in order to emulate
TCP behavior. Large numbers of command line options are used to control each
program.
Passive Bandwidth Estimation Techniques

Researches are now inclining towards passive bandwidth estimation techniques due to
the limitations of active techniques. Passive techniques also termed as calculation based
techniques measures the local consumption of bandwidth in order to evaluate the ABW.
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These techniques are more preferred choice since they do not induce any additional
overhead to the network traffic due to the absence of any probing packet. Here, the channel
is passively sensed for a pre-defined interval of time with respect to certain sensing
threshold depending on the intended region to be covered for any communication
happening within that range without interfering with those existing communications,
thereby measuring the proportion of time for which medium is sensed busy which in turn
provides the medium idle sensed proportion. This idle-period is further used in conjunction
with channel maximum capacity in order to evaluate the ABW of a node. In IEEE802.11
MAC, carrier-sensing range is utilized to sense medium. Within the carrier-sensing range of
a node if any node is communicating to other node /nodes then the concerned node will
sense the medium busy otherwise idle. In case the medium is sensed busy then the sensing
node will wait for further channel access for a period of time called NAV (Network
Allocation Vector) which is set equal to the duration of time required for the sensed
communication happening in the vicinity as mentioned in its data packet header. Once this
NAV value is decremented till current clock time then the concerned node will try to sense
the medium again in order to gain channel access.
In spite of its simplicity, it suffered from mobility problem that a broken route
couldn’t be identified until next data transmission. Most of the researches overcome this
problem by introducing HELLO packets for exchanging local info at regular predefined
intervals in their routing protocols. Due to infrequent exchange and comparatively very
small size of Hello packets the passive techniques are considered Non-Intrusive.
In further sub-sections, we briefly enlightened the various passive estimation
techniques like QoS-AODV [37], BRuIT [38], CACP [39], AAC [40], ABE [41], IAB [42],
RABE [43], ABE_MM [44], and DLI-ABE [45] and BECIT [46] used for wireless
communications.
Table 1. Summary of ABW estimation techniques
Focused challenges
Name of Accurac Overhe
y
ad
Techniqu
es
QoSMedium
None
This technique incorporates QoS-aware route finding
AODV
algorithm, Explores different ways of ABW
estimation and Route Maintenance.
BRuIT
Medium
Low
Deals with problem of Interference due to distant
nodes, BRuIT provides to the nodes information about
their neighbours, performs admission control on each
bandwidth reservation request.
CACP
Medium Higher 1. Prediction of ABW.
i) Calculation of Local ABW.
ii) Prediction of c-neighbourhood ABW.
2. Quantitative estimation of the bandwidth required
to start new flow within the network.
AAC
Medium
None
AAC consider four main issues:
i) Carrier Sensing
ii) Inter-Flow interference
iii) Intra-Flow interference
iv) Threatening mobility
ABE
Low
None
ABE taken into account the Node’s Emission
capabilities,
Probabilistic
approach
for
synchronization between idle period sensed by source
and recipient, Incorporated the probability of
collisions and backoff idle time as a result of
collisions.
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IAB

High

None

RABE

High

None

ABE_MM

High

None

DLI-ABE

High

Low

BECIT

High

None
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IAB considered the synchronization between idle
period sensed by source and recipient for actual
workload.
RABE taken into account the bandwidth wasted due to
extra waiting times and average retransmission
attempt.
Estimation of ABW by taken into account the
Mobility criterion in ad hoc network.
1. Computation of synchronization between idle
period sensed by source and recipient on the basis
on three states: BUSY, SENSE BUSY, and IDLE.
2. Introduction of distributed Lagrange interpolation
for evaluating probability of collisions.
3. Estimation of bandwidth lost due to extra waiting
time backoff and inter frame spacing like
DIFS,SIFS etc.
ABW estimation using Cognitive Agent (CA) based
on probability of collisions, synchronization between
idle periods of source and recipient and randomized
waiting times.

QoS Enabled routing in Mobile Ad hoc Networks (QoS-AODV) [37]

This routing protocol employs real time “admission control scheme” and “feedback
scheme” for ensuring QoS requirements. It calculates bandwidth availability at each node
which is further used to control the network traffic. For evaluating the remaining bandwidth
at each node this protocol utilizes “Listen bandwidth estimation method” and “Hello
bandwidth estimation method”. QoS-AODV calculates and broadcasts to one-hop
neighbors using Hello message the ratio of packets received with respect to the number of
transmitted packets and terms it as BWER (Bandwidth Efficiency Ratio). Out of the BWER
values received through Hello messages from all its one-hop neighbors’ each node checks
for the least BWER value and multiplies it with channel maximum capacity in order to
obtain its ABW. Statistical outcomes depict that the packet delivery ratio grows rapidly
while network delay and power wastage reduces prominently. Hello messages add extra
overhead as these are sent after every second.
3.2

Bandwidth Reservation under InTerferences influence (BRuIT) [38]

This distributed protocol reserves bandwidth by focusing on the existence of
interference from far transmissions in wireless ad hoc networks. BRuIT considers that two
terminals can be still fighting for the same resources even if they are not within each other’s
direct transmission range. Carrier sensing range is assumed approximately twice the
transmission range. This technique has the assumption that full network’s information is
available at each and every terminal. As the very first task, BRuIT determines for each node
a clique of interfering nodes. Each node at predetermined regular interval broadcasts its
address and bandwidth consumption for existing flows in the form of Hello message to
their one-hop neighbors thereby based on this received information enabling the nodes to
evaluate the remaining bandwidth that it can use for admitting new flows in the network.
Therefore, the admission of new flows can be controlled on the basis of ABW. BRuIT
performs the Filtering of flows which control and avoid the congestion in the network.
BRuIT is used mainly in wireless ad hoc network in which nodes has whole knowledge of
interference. Frequency and size of hello packet influence the signaling overhead. BRuIT
allows accurate bandwidth reservation by transmitting information on the load of the radio
medium.
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Contention – Aware Admission Control Protocol (CACP)

This protocol supports QoS by controlling new flow’s admission while sustaining
end-to-end routes within network. Allocating bandwidth to a node is determined
considering two parameters– (i) the “c-neighborhood ABW” calculated as the least value of
local ABWs of all nodes within its carrier-sensing range i.e. c-neighborhood. (ii) The
contention effect caused by multiple nodes within a route affecting the same resources.
Admitting a new flow is controlled by comparing the new flow bandwidth requirements
admission with respect to the ABW which instead of a local concept is the minimum of
node’s on local ABW and its c-neighborhood ABW. The “c-neighborhood ABW” is
defined as the highest value of bandwidth resource that a node can utilize to initiate a new
communication without disturbing the performance of already existing flows in its cneighborhood. Whereas, while sensing within its carrier sensing range, the idle time
proportion perceived by a node with respect to total observation time further multiplied by
the channel maximum capacity provides the “Local ABW” of that node which indicates its
own unused bandwidth. Thus, in order to admit a new flow a node must possess ample
local as well as c-neighborhood ABW. CACP proposed three different ways to evaluate the
c-neighborhood ABW:
 CACP-Multihop: In this methodology, all Nodes broadcast Hello message to their
single-hop all neighbors i.e. all neighbors in their transmission range and further
the receivers of these Hello message forward it to their all single hop neighbors.
This Hello packet transmission happens till k-hops. Typical value suggested by
CACP-Multihop is 2 assuming all the nodes in a node’s carrier sensing range are
covered by 2 hops. The Hello packet sent by initial nodes contain their own local
ABW information, the moment it is further broadcast by trans-receiver to next hop
they also add their own Local ABW information. Thus final receiving node at khop distance has the information of its k-hop neighbor’s local ABW along with its
on Local ABW. The least value of self and c-neighborhood Local ABW is then
compared with the new flow bandwidth requirement to check the feasibility of
new flow while maintaining QoS.
 CACP-Power: Instead of propagating the Hello message to 2–hops to gather the
information of c-neighbor’s local ABW, the power to transmit the Hello message
is increased at transmitter level such that it can cover directly all neighbors within
carrier sensing range. The result obtained through this technique is very precise as
it covers only but all the nodes within carrier sensing range. As regulations restrict
the maximum transmission power that could be employed, this technique is
generally avoided except where some additional measures like “transmission
power control” (TPC) are employed for normal transmissions.
 CACP-CS: Under this technique, “neighbor carrier sensing threshold” is defined
which is set much lesser than the threshold for sensing c-neighbors. The notion
behind this threshold is to sense the possible transmission of not only its own cneighbors but also the c-neighbors of its c-neighbors which may be affecting the
local ABW of its c-neighbors. The area covered under this range is termed as
“Neighbor-carrier-sensing Range”. It may be noted that this neighbor carrier
sensing threshold is used to just sense the possible communication but not to
clearly interpret the communication which requires signal strength above SNIR
(Signal to Noise plus Interference Ratio) threshold. A node sensing the medium
having signal strength greater than this “neighbor carrier sensing threshold”
assumes the channel as busy otherwise idle. During a certain time frame the
proportion of idle channel sensed duration is proposed as the c-neighborhood
ABW.
Statistical results depict that CACP is an admission control protocol which provides
QoS guarantee in applications in terms of not only bandwidth but also delay and jitter.
3.4

Adaptive Admission Control (AAC)[40]

This admission control protocol by utilizing the QoS routing across layers asserts
accurate evaluation of end-to-end availability of bandwidth. AAC considers four main
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issues when performing admission control which are: carrier sensing, Inter-flow
interference, intra-flow interference & mobility. This protocol for each node assumes the
clique of probable contending nodes equivalent to a single node. It perceive the medium
idle period duration which could be utilized as a frame to transmit corresponding size data.
Each node evaluates its own ABW and broadcast this info to one-hop neighbors, thereby
facilitating the single-hop link’s ABW. While measuring the channel occupancy, Far-flung
transmissions and collisions are also taken into consideration. As per AAC, for a link
between two nodes i.e. one sender (s) and one receiver (r) having local ABWs ABs and ABr
respectively, the ABW this link could be evaluated as:
AB(s,r) = min{ABs, ABr}
(5)
The results obtained by employing this protocol are over-estimated as it is based on
the assumption that both nodes constituting the particular link have overlapping idle
sensing time frames. AAC could be employed for managing radio channel and providing
QoS in MANET’s.
3.5

ABW Estimation (ABE)[41]

It estimates the availability of bandwidth between each link without disturbing any
already exiting flows in the network. ABE focus four main challenges for calculating the
ABW between each link which are: Evaluating the capabilities of a node for transmission,
synchronization between idle periods sensed by source and recipient, prospect of collisions,
backoff idle time as a result of collisions. Node’s idle duration is measured as the total time
for which there is no transmission from that node itself, as well as it is not sensing the
channel occupied by any other communication in its vicinity. ABE presented a probabilistic
approach in order to compute the source and recipient synchronization. Further, the
probability of collisions is computed by utilizing the probability of collisions (PHello) of
Hello packets used in routing protocol and developing a relationship equation for
corresponding collision probability (PM) of data packets of size m bits. The proposed
relationship f(m) which is further interpolated in ABE techniques using Lagrange’s
Interpolation polynomial is as follows:
PM = PHELLO * f(m)
(6)
ABE assumes that both nodes constituting the links have independent channel
occupancy. As per ABE, the bandwidth available to a link could be computed by following
equation:
ABW= (1 − K) × (1 − P ) ×
,
×C
(7)
Where, Pc denotes the probability of collision of data packet, K signifies the
bandwidth wasted due to back-off concept and waiting, Ts and Tr represents the time for
which medium is perceived idle by source and recipient respectively within a specified
observation duration T, and C represents is the channel’s maximum capacity. Simulations
depicts that by utilizing ABE technique, a throughput more than 95% could be achieved.
The non-consideration of control overheads may induce inaccuracy in ABE’s estimation.
For multimedia applications demanding higher accuracy this technique is best suited.
3.6

Improved ABW (IAB)[42]

This technique is a modification of the previously explained ABE techniques as it not
only considers the source and recipient’s idle time’s synchronization but also incorporates
the dependency between these time frames. IAB suggest that in addition to “Idle” and
“Busy” sensing stats there is another sensing state termed as “Sense Busy” state. As per
IAB, if a node it-self transmitting or receiving then that state is “Busy state” but if node is
sensing medium busy not because of its own communication then that state is “Sense Busy
state”. If the node is neither “Busy” nor “Sense busy” then it is considered as “Idle State”.
This differentiation between “Busy” and “Sense Busy” states impacts the idle time period
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and thus the overall ABW of the link is influenced. Simulations clearly demonstrate that
IAB has an improved accuracy over the previously existing techniques in terms of
bandwidth estimation of a link. Applications where the bandwidth is major limitation
employ this technique afore accomplishment of QoS conscious functions like QoS routing,
controlling new flows admissions and managing the existing flows.
3.7

Retransmission–based ABW Estimation (RABE) [43]

This technique takes into picture the losses due to retransmission in terms of amount
of bandwidth wasted because of additional waiting duration and channel occupancy. It
incorporates the retransmission attempts average while evaluating bandwidth availability.
ABE technique focuses on the parameter such as ABW at a node, idle period
synchronization, collision probability and average backoff. But none of the existing
technique taken into account the bandwidth lost due to retransmission attempt. In 802.11
DCF, whenever a collision occurs, the collided packet is retransmitted till its maximum
retry limit is exhausted and then discards the packet. This retransmission as well as
discarding the packet remarkably impacts the bandwidth availability. Statistical data depicts
that RABE accomplish a “mean error ratio” of 17% as compared to real measured value.
Accuracy achieved by this technique could be as high as twice that of ABE and 10 times
that is achieved by IAB.
3.8

Distributed Lagrange Interpolation based ABW Estimation (DLI-ABE)[47]

This technique is further improvement in [41] and [42]. DLI-ABE estimates the ABW
based on synchronization between idle time frames of source and recipient; incorporating
distributed Lagrange interpolation polynomial for evaluating probability of collisions and
arbitrary waiting durations. DLI-ABE focus is on three main points which are 1) in order to
prohibit a node from gorging the bandwidth resource because of total overlap and never
over periods, the authentic medium utilization and degree of collision is employed for
measuring the synchronization of idle time frames of source and recipient. 2) Before
transmitting actual Data packets, each node individually estimates the probability of
collision by utilizing “distributed Lagrange Interpolation polynomials”. 3) Calculation of
arbitrary wait timings out of the backoff duration, Short Inter-frame spacing time,
Distributed Inter-frame spacing time, RTS/CTS time consumed and delay time of the
acknowledgement received.
As a result of employing distributed Lagrange interpolation polynomial at individual
nodes before their actual data packets transmission, this technique gains better accuracy
than ABE technique. ABE also uses same polynomial without paying attention to network
topology and interfering nodes. The increase in number of interfering nodes escalates the
probability of collisions. Thus still deploying the same polynomial even after network
topology change may induce inaccuracy in measuring probability of collision and thereby
affecting ABW evaluation results. Experiments prove that DLI-ABE could achieve 19.99%
higher accuracy than ABE.
3.9

ABW Estimation with Mobility Management (ABE_MM)[44]

Due to the existing ABE technique’s drawback to efficiently deal with node’s
mobility, here a mathematical approach is proposed to integrate node’s mobility factor “M”
with already existing ABE technique’s results. Proposed new equation by this technique is
as follows:
= (1 − ). (1 − ). ( , ) .
(8)
Where, K is the factor for bandwidth wasted in backoff mechanism, p is the
probability of data packet collision, b(s,r) is the product of channel capacity multiplied with
idle time proportion out of total observation period of two nodes constituting the link for
which the final bandwidth availability ABEMM is calculated.
The Mobility factor “M” is calculated utilizing the basic principles of communication,
by observing the signal strength (RSS) measured by recipient node corresponding to
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source’s sending signal strength (SSS) as a function of varying distance “d” between them.
For a free-space propagation model, the RSS could be determined as per following
equation:
RSS = SSS.(λ / 4πd)2.GT.GR
(9)
Where, λ represents the wavelength of the medium, GT and GR are the gain accessed
by transmitting and receiving antenna’s respectively. Thus the received signal strength is
inversely proportional to distance “d” between the two nodes.
At present measurement time (t1) the received signal strength is measured (RSS1)
corresponding to distance d1 between them and compared with the value RSS2 measured at
previous measurement interval (t2) corresponding to its previous distance d2. Further, the
relative speed (SP) of recipient node with respect to source node is calculated as:
SP = (d1 – d2) / (t1 – t2)
(10)
Based on the speed calculated, the time (Tj) required by this mobile recipient node to
go out of transmission range of transmitter could be evaluated by simple mathematical
expression as:
Tj = (Cd – d) / SP
(11)
Where, Cd is the transmission range of transmitter and d is present distance of
recipient from transmitter. Further the mobility factor “M” is evaluated as:
M = (Tj – Tn-1) / ∆
(12)
Where, Tn-1 denotes the present time at which bandwidth is evaluated using ABE
formula, Tj is the moment where the link will breaks (i.e. d > Cd) and ∆ represents the
measurement period duration. Experiments prove that the results of ABE_MM are much
more precise than ABE.
3.10 ABW Estimation Using Probability of Collisions, Idle time frames Concurrence and

Arbitrary waiting Time in MANET’s: Cognitive Agent Based Approach (BECIT)[46]

BECIT further extends the work present in [47] by utilizing intellectual software
program called “Cognitive Agent (CA)” for evaluating the ABW in MANETs. Cognitive
agent works as wisely as human being in decision making. CA further investigates the task
based on three indices: (i) Belief, (ii) Desire and (iii) Intention. BECIT utilizing the
cognitive agent on the behalf of user performs the evaluation of ABW keeping in mind the
idle time frame’s synchronization at source and recipient prior to actual data transmission
as well as the arbitrary waiting duration and probability of collisions. It employs 2 modules
to evaluate the ABW: “Pre-Analysis module” and “AB-Estimation module”. The 2 modules
operate at same norm of BDI (Belief, Desire and Intention) model through software
program i.e. cognitive agent. The “Pre-analysis module” evaluates the synchronization of
idle time frames of source and recipient as well as the probability of collisions by utilizing
the cognition feature. Whereas, the “AB-estimation module” evaluates the ABW and also
sustains the results of Pre-analysis module i.e. idle time frames and probability of
collisions. Results show that BECIT technique could be 30 % more accurate as compared to
ABE technique for evaluating bandwidth availability.
4.

Model Based Techniques (MBT)

Passive techniques that are described in previous section are not much adequate in
estimating the ABW, because they can’t predict the result set after the admission of new
flow in the network. They just consider that on acceptance of new flow network parameters
get changed and which will effect on the real ABW. So future result set can’t be predicted
by active/passive bandwidth estimation techniques. Analytical techniques are much more
suited for network performance analysis. It is a challenging task to build a mathematical
model for multiple-hops radio network. Within wireless network by utilizing the DCF
operations, there have been proposed some analytical prototypes. Analytical techniques are
broadly classified into three main categories: saturated, unsaturated and semi-saturated.
Saturated networks are those networks which is overloaded means every node has a packet
ready to be sent. Unsaturated networks can be defined as lightly loaded network and node is
not saturated. Semi-saturated networks lie in between saturated and un-saturated network,
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i.e. both saturated as well as un-saturated nodes exists in semi-saturated networks. Further
sub-sections provide a brief overview of various Model Based Techniques as follows:
4.1

Performance Analysis of the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function[60]

While considering the deterministic number of nodes and under idealistic network
environment, this technique offers a modest and enormously precise analytical frame for
evaluating the throughput achieved in 802.11 DCF protocol. Both, the “basic access
scheme” employed as the data transmission mechanism in DCF as well as the channel
access “RTS/CTS schemes” are treated with this analytic technique. Further, this technique
is also employed for mixture of these two schemes by transmitting packets utilizing
RTS/CTS scheme that are higher than certain limit value. Neglecting the presence of
hidden nodes and capture effect, thereby assuming idealistic network scenario, this
analytical technique mainly contributed towards saturation throughput assessment. Not only
the nodes count is anticipated to be constant but also each node is considered to always
have packets for transmission, i.e. the network is presumed to be saturated such that any
node’s transmission queue is never empty.
As a first step of this analysis, the “Markov model” is deployed to study the nature of
single terminal thereby evaluating the “stationary probability (τ)” by which the node is
transmitting packet within nonspecific time intervals. This evaluated probability is
independent of the access scheme (basic or RTS/CTS) used. In next step, events that could
happen within a generic time frame are studied in order to articulate the throughput in terms
of computed value τ of these access two “basic” and “RTS/CTS” schemes as well as their
amalgamation.
Results depict that factors like contention window least size and nodes count within
the network intensely affect the “Basic access” scheme’s outcome. Whereas, the
“RTS/CTS” scheme’s outcome are least bothered by these factors.
4.2

Performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol for wireless LANs[62]

Neglecting the presence of hidden terminals and transmission slips, “Markov chain
modelling” is employed for the performance assessment of IEEE802.11 DCF. This
technique not only computes the throughput efficiency, but also assesses the average packet
delay, likelihood of packet failure and the average packet drop interval in “Basic” as well as
“RTS/CTS” channel access methods. This methodology considers network saturation such
that for every terminal when a data packet is transmitted successfully another packet is
always waiting at that transmitter. To incorporate this approach, the probability of
collisions is presumed to be steady and is not dependent on historical packet collisions
count. Under both “Basic” as well as “RTS/CTS” channel access methods, at the
exhaustion of packet re-transmission limit, the parameters like throughput, average data
packet lag and chances of packet failure are evaluated in order to access the performance of
IEEE802.11 protocol. This analysis can be employed for both “basic” as well as
“RTS/CTS” channel access schemes. This analysis’s outcomes precisely project the
performance of IEEE802.11 protocol as compared to the protocols which are considering
continuous back-to-back data transmission without back-off mechanism.
Results depict the superiority of “RTS/CTS” scheme over the “Basic access” scheme
when network size is bigger and data transfer rate are less.
4.3

Model-based ABW Estimation for IEEE 802.11 Data Communications (MBE)[74]

TCP/UDP based throughput models in wireless communications are employed for
analytical evaluation of the bandwidth availability. MBE takes TCP and UDP traffic
separately to estimates the bandwidth availability. Fast re-transmissions and concept of
time-out are considered while evaluating the apex value of ABW of TCP link. Original
TCP model get updated by considering probability of unsuccessful data packet delivery
update, “round trip time” update and considering TCP model simultaneously with
802.11DCF model. MBE focus on three main points: (i) The IEEE802.11 WLAN features
like transmission error, contention among neighboring nodes and re-transmission tries are
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integrated into the prevailing TCP throughput prototype in order to generate a new TCP
model. (ii) IEEE802.11 network delay with UDP data transmission probability is utilized to
create a new UDP throughput model. (iii) Under the presence of TCP and UDP traffic
simultaneously in IEEE802.11 novel bandwidth estimation equation is derived. This
technique neither employs probing traffic nor any alteration in MAC protocol.
Results show that MBE present lower overhead and higher estimation accuracy. The
absence of probing traffic reduces induced overheads in bandwidth estimation. MBE model
is used for multimedia application in wireless data communications.
4.4

Model-based approach for ABW prediction in multi-hop wireless network[64]

This absolute end to end bandwidth availability evaluation model offers a guaranteed
value of throughput achievable to the applications requiring multi-hop wireless
communications. It works under non-saturated environment keeping the consideration of
interferences caused due to other flows existing in the vicinity, collision encountered, illeffect of hidden nodes, capture phenomenon and busy medium in multi-hop wireless
communication networks. This model delivers guaranteed throughput by means of
evaluating end-to-end bandwidth availability of a route consisting of various nodes within
the network and controlling the new multimedia application’s flow admission. Admitting a
new flow is controlled by utilizing the “Binary search” algorithm and the region being
searched is reduced to half each time thereby monitoring the apex capacity. Admission is
granted to the new flow when the new flow’s bandwidth requirement is lesser than this
measured capacity, thus already existing flows in the network are not affected and QoS is
maintained. This process get continues to search in the upper half and then the lower half.
Relation between the ABW and the interference is not linear. The number of intermediate
hopping count increase causes variations in bandwidth availability of the route under
consideration. Applications like video-streaming, video-conferencing, network games etc.
which require stringent bandwidth constraints prefers this technique due to guaranteed
throughput availability.
4.5

Performance of Reliable Transport protocol over IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN:
Analysis and Enhancement[58]

Here the outcome of “reliable transport control” is improved over wireless local area
networks. In IEEE802.11 WLAN instead of deploying existing DCF, a novel DCF+ scheme
is introduced which enhances the results of reliable transport protocols over WLAN like
TCP. The overall performance of already existing TCP over WLAN may suffer from
collisions because of bi-directional flow i.e. Data packet from source to recipient and ACK
from recipient to source. The full compatibility of DCF+ with DCF comfortably supports
the coexistence of both schemes simultaneously such that even nodes not supporting DCF+
can smoothly exchange data with those supporting DCF. In both “Basic” as well as
“RTS/CTS” schemes, the DCF+ access method, exchanges reverse direction control
packets only after the original data exchange in the forward direction completed. The
statistical experiments conclude the improvement in performance of reliable transport
protocols in terms of good-put, fairness index and delay by deploying DCF+ technique.
4.6

Bandwidth Estimation IEEE 802.11 TCP Data Transmission[73]

This all-inclusive ABW estimation model in IEEE802.11 WLAN’s utilizing TCP data
transmissions takes into account the parameters such as error during transmissions, retrial
limits and connection establishment attempts. This model is deployed on application layer
for evaluation of ABW. The throughput achieved by TCP is updated keeping these three
steps into consideration: (i) Packet loss, (ii) Round-Trip-Time updating, and (iii) combining
the TCP protocol with IEEE802.11 DCF architecture. In order to evaluate the ABW this
model measures not only the size of data packet which is to be sent from source to recipient
but also the feedback received from the recipient back to the source node, thereby
calculating the packet loss rate corresponding to the number of clients. Because of its better
accuracy in terms of ABW estimation over other existing techniques, this technique is
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employed for multimedia services in IEEE802.11 wireless communications requiring
stringent QoS evaluation.
4.7

Delay-Based Model (DBM)[72]

This model keeps into consideration the three important components that are: 1)
Scheme employed for sequencing of probing packets, 2) the characteristics of other flows
in the vicinity creating network traffic, and 3) the protocol used to transmit packets in
wireless communication network. Sequencing of probing packets could be further
differentiated into three sub types based on the inert-arrival packet distribution: (i) a
“Poisson Sequence” which provides an unbiased near-continuous detection, (ii) a “Periodic
Sequence” that is relatively easier in implementation but concerned about the theoretical
potency of a Poisson sequence, and (iii) an “Exponential Sequence” that captures the
dependency of internet traffic in long time span, however the stochastic results are
inaccurately analyzed. “SVC Probe” is used under this technique and the squared
coefficient of deviation of departure time difference between two consecutive probing
packets is measured, thereby utilizing this delay-variation to evaluate the ABW. Thus, the
measured performance parameters of “Poisson” and “periodic” sequencing based active
probing are used to deduce the ABW. Experimental results depict that the precision, losses,
sturdiness etc. are improved by utilizing delay-based measurement schemes as compared to
loss-based schemes. The deployment of delay-based model not only attains improved
accuracy but also reduces probing time and overheads as compared with Pathload model.
5.

Conclusion

Under a wireless communication networking scenario ABW evaluation is a
challenging assignment as each host can’t have the complete knowledge of the whole
network and further the mobility of nodes induces complexity in terms frequent link
variations. Bandwidth is a limited resource and knowledge of ABW within a network is
indeed required for improving of quality of service. This paper described the bandwidth
estimation techniques which are found in the literature. These techniques are: Active
probing bandwidth estimation, Passive bandwidth estimation techniques and Model based
techniques. For each category, an exhaustive survey of ABW evaluation techniques is
provided. The performance indices like accuracy, overhead and delay are explored for these
distinct methodologies in order to conclude their advantages and drawbacks. Till now, no
bandwidth estimation technique is commercialized. This paper can prove to be very
beneficial for those researchers who are working in this area.
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